Thank You Letter: [25 pts.] reflect upon your four years of high school… you have had dozens of people at Norwin High School who have worked diligently to prepare you for the next step of your life. Most of these people never get any kind of acknowledgement from students or parents. Select one teacher you had during your time here at Norwin High School and write him or her a note of thanks.

Advice and Regrets: [25 pts.]
- **Advice:** This You are just about done with high school. One of the only commonalities all teenagers in America share is this rite of passage – the four years of high school. What advice (three or four pieces of advice is sufficient) can you share with incoming freshman? What are some things you have learned about life during these four years that you can share with others to help them on their journey? Why did you select those pieces? Why are they so important?
- **Regrets:** This is your final piece and this could be most important. What do you regret NOT trying or doing? (Note: this isn’t a reflection about what you regret doing – this is asking what do you regret not trying or doing?) Explain why you regret this, why you didn’t do it, and what life lesson you can take away from this particular regret.

Writing Reflection 1: Major Essay Review [25 pts.] (fill ENTIRE box)
* Reread ALL of your major essays from class this year. What essay do you feel was your best? Worst? Why? What common strengths or weaknesses do you see in self as a writer.
* What was the most challenging part? What do you think you could have improved? What do you think you did well on? Overall comments, complaints, etc.
* Include GRADED essays following reflection

Final Course Reflection [25 pts.]
* Do you feel you have improved as a writer?
* What particular aspects of writing are your strengths/ weaknesses
* Comment overall on the course. What did you enjoy? Learn?.
* Any other course comments or creative remarks
* Any suggestions for me as a teacher
* Do you feel prepared for a college Freshmen Composition class?

Please use “Reflection Sheet” in “College Writing” folder or click here

Additional topics covered this year:
- College Research Project + Resume
- Resume and College Essay
- Editorial Deconstruction newspaper
- Researched Debates
- Grammar Exercises (folder/online)
- Peer editing
- Outside readings (story, arguments)
- TurnItIn.com